Meeting held at Mandurah on Thursday, 1 August 2019

WEATHER: Fine  TRACK: Good  KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 6.15pm
Stewards: Mr S Jones, Ms E Alessandrino, Mr M Pascoe
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr S Gradwell
Veterinary Assistant: Ms H Rawlings
Lure Driver: Mr R Archibald

REDECLARATION OF WEIGHTS: Race 2 CHARGING BULLETT (32.8kgs)
SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 3 EVER THE SAME (1/8), Race 7 SILVER KEEPING (31/7)
Ineligible: Race 11 JUDO (31/7), MUNDI MARKS (30/7)
SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 1 JOE GUNDI, Race 2 IMPERIAL LI, Race 9 SO SHIROKURA

Race 1 - Novice/Country/302 - Novice - 6:46 PM
UNO JIM began quickly. SANDY LOCH began slowly. ACCURA GIRL & TRACK QUEEN collided soon after the start. SANDY LOCH & CROCODILE FLASH collided soon after the start. CROCODILE FLASH checked off the heels of BILL ABALONE on the first turn. BILL ABALONE & SANDY LOCH collided on the first turn. BILL ABALONE checked off the heels of SANDY LOCH on the first turn. BILL ABALONE raced wide on the home turn. UNO JIM & JOE GUNDI collided several times in the home straight.

Race 2 - Grade 6/Country/302 (1) - Grade 6 - 7:01 PM
JOE MAN & ARCH RIVAL began quickly. FAIRY MONELLI & WEST ON REGGIE began slowly. CHARGING BULLETT, ARCH RIVAL & ROCKY WILL collided soon after the start. LOCHIN GOOD, CHARGING BULLETT, ARCH RIVAL & ROCKY WILL collided on the first turn, CHARGING BULLETT & ARCH RIVAL lost ground. CHARGING BULLETT & ARCH RIVAL collided on the first turn. FAIRY MONELLI checked off the heels of LOCHIN GOOD and collided with WEST ON REGGIE on the home turn. FAIRY MONELLI checked off the heels of WEST ON REGGIE on the home turn.

Race 3 - Mixed 5/6/Country/302 - Mixed 5/6 - 7:16 PM
HELEN'S CALLING, NICMAC DANCER & HEY BAIL began quickly. WAICARIE PHOEBIE began slowly. TRUMP TUX & RED ELECTRICAL collided on the first turn. TRUMP TUX checked off the heels of TESS THE BEST on the first turn. TESS THE BEST checked off the heels of HEY BAIL on the first turn. NICMAC DANCER & DANDALUP ROSE collided on the first turn. TESS THE BEST checked off the heels of HELEN'S CALLING approaching home and collided with HEY BAIL. TESS THE BEST checked off the heels of HELEN'S CALLING on the home turn. RED ELECTRICAL checked off the heels of HEY BAIL on the home turn. NICMAC DANCER raced wide on the home turn. WAICARIE PHOEBIE checked off the heels of TESS THE BEST in the home straight.

Race 4 - Mixed 4/5/Country/405 - Mixed 4/5 - 7:34 PM
HAPPY RAGE began quickly. ZIPPING FLYNN, SURE ENOUGH & ALLEGATIONS began slowly. ZIPPING FLYNN & HEY LONELY GIRL collided soon after the start. HEY LONELY GIRL & HELLO I'M BIGGIE collided approaching the first turn. HELLO I'M BIGGIE & MAX VIPER collided approaching the first turn. HEY LONELY GIRL checked off the heels of HAPPY RAGE and collided with MAX VIPER on the first turn. HEY LONELY GIRL lost ground. HELLO I'M BIGGIE & ALLEGATIONS collided on the first turn. ALLEGATIONS checked off the heels of SURE ENOUGH on the first turn. HAPPY RAGE & ZIPPING FLYNN collided on the first turn. HAPPY RAGE & MAX VIPER collided on the first turn. HEY LONELY GIRL & SURE ENOUGH collided approaching the home turn. HELLO I'M BIGGIE checked off the heels of HAPPY RAGE and collided with ALLEGATIONS on the home turn. SURE ENOUGH checked off the heels of HEY LONELY GIRL on the home turn. HEY LONELY GIRL shifted out and raced wide on the home turn. HEY LONELY GIRL & HELLO I'M BIGGIE collided on the home turn.

Race 5 - Grade 6/Country/405 - Grade 6 - 7:55 PM
JUST HER BEST began quickly. RANSOME THE OPAL began slowly. SLOBBER CHOPS checked off the heels of JUST HER BEST soon after the start. SURF TORQUE & PROPER CHARLIE collided on the first turn, PROPER CHARLIE lost ground. SHINBONER & JEZEBEL PARKER collided on the first turn. SURF TORQUE checked off the heels of JEZEBEL PARKER approaching home. RANSOME THE OPAL checked off the heels of SIZZLING SHANE approaching home. SIZZLING SHANE checked off the heels of JUST HER BEST on the home turn. RANSOME THE OPAL raced wide on the home turn. SLOBBER CHOPS checked off the heels of SHINBONER in the home straight.

Race 6 - Mixed 5/6/Country/490 - Mixed 5/6 - 8:17 PM
POCKETFUL began quickly. KOONDOOLA MAN, GO GETTEM BELLS & GOBLIN MONELLI began slowly. DYNA DOM, DILSTON DEVISE & HELLO I'M RONGO collided on the first turn. DILSTON DEVISE, HELLO I'M RONGO & KOONDOOLA MAN collided on the first turn, KOONDOOLA MAN lost ground and collided with GO GETTEM BELLS. DILSTON DEVISE, HELLO I'M RONGO & GOBLIN MONELLI collided on the first turn, HELLO I'M RONGO lost ground and collided with GO GETTEM BELLS, both lost ground. DILSTON DEVISE & GOBLIN MONELLI collided on the second turn. DILSTON DEVISE checked off the heels of GOBLIN MONELLI on the home turn.

Race 7 - Free For All (s)/Country/302 - Free For All (s) - 8:37 PM
GAPPY HILMORE began quickly. SPUR MONELLI began slowly. DORANS DESTINY, LITTLE RAGE, VEE BEE MATE & GO GETTEM JINGLE collided on the first turn. LITTLE RAGE checked off the heels of DORANS DESTINY on the first turn. DORANS DESTINY & LITTLE RAGE collided approaching home. SHOTGUN SHILOH collided with RUNAWAY LOVE on home turn. GAPPY HILMORE raced wide on the home turn. DORANS DESTINY shifted out and raced wide on the home turn.

Race 8 - Mixed 5/6/Country/405 - Mixed 5/6 - 8:58 PM
APACHE GUNDI & JETT'S CHAMPION began quickly. DANDALUP GALAXY & OUTLAW GENIUS began slowly. APACHE GUNDI & ABBY BOY collided soon after the start. APACHE GUNDI, JETT'S CHAMPION & SWIFT DESTINY collided approaching the first turn. APACHE GUNDI, JETT'S CHAMPION & SWIFT DESTINY collided on the first turn, APACHE GUNDI & JETT'S CHAMPION lost ground. KARA KEEPING checked off the heels of APACHE GUNDI on the first turn. ABBY BOY & OUTLAW GENIUS collided on the first turn, ABBY BOY lost ground. DANDALUP GALAXY & OUTLAW GENIUS collided approaching home. OUTLAW GENIUS checked off the heels of DANDALUP GALAXY approaching home.

GOODBYE & SO SHIROKURA began quickly. FRANC MONELLI & IDEAL GRACE began slowly. PRESLEY PARKER & SMURF collided soon after the start. PRESLEY PARKER & FRANC MONELLI collided on the first turn. DANDALUP SPRITE & IDEAL GRACE collided on the first turn. FRANC MONELLI checked off the heels of DANDALUP SPRITE approaching home. PRESLEY PARKER checked off the heels of FRANC MONELLI approaching home. FRANC MONELLI & DANDALUP SPRITE collided approaching home, DANDALUP SPRITE lost ground. SMURF checked off the heels of GOODBYE on the home turn.

Race 10 - Grade 5/Country/302 - Grade 5 - 9:44 PM
INCREDIBLE BEV & WINSOME JACKIE began quickly. HANK GUNDI & TYSON GUNDI began slowly. HANK GUNDI & JUNK YARD SWITCH collided on the first turn, HANK GUNDI lost ground. INCREDIBLE BEV & SHE'S A KNOCKIN' collided on the first turn. INCREDIBLE EVIE, TYSON GUNDI & DAISY EYES collided on the first turn, INCREDIBLE EVE lost ground. HAND GUNDI & DAISY EYES collided approaching the home turn. HANK GUNDI checked off the heels of JUNK YARD SWITCH on the home turn. JUNK YARD SWITCH & TYSON GUNDI collided in the home straight.

Race 11 - Grade 6/Country/302 (2) - Grade 6 - 10:07 PM
FARMOR KA CHING began quickly. MISS BLUE began slowly. KABO'S WINLOCK, ASPIRE HIGHER & FARMOR KA CHING collided soon after the start. DANDALUP MISTY & ATHENA MONELLI collided on the first turn. FARMOR KA CHING checked off the heels of WARRANTED on the first turn. MISS BLUE & FARMOR KA CHING collided on the first turn. FARMOR KA CHING checked off the heels of ASPIRE HIGHER approaching home. FARMOR KA CHING checked off the heels of MISS BLUE on the home turn.

Race 12 - Novice/Country/405 - Novice - 10:22 PM
HEZA RAPSCALLION began quickly. WEST ON HONEY began slowly. HEZA RAPSCALLION & HELLO APRIL collided approaching the first turn.

FINAL.